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The Perfect Summer

2008-05-12

a sparkling social history that brings the twilight of the edwardian era to life entertainment weekly the perfect summer
chronicles a glorious english summer just over a century ago when the world was on the cusp of irrevocable change that
summer of 1911 a new king was crowned and the aristocracy was at play bounding from one house party to the next but
perfection was not for all cracks in the social fabric were showing the country was brought to a standstill by
industrial strikes temperatures rose steadily to more than 100 degrees by august deaths from heatstroke were too many
for newspapers to report drawing on material from intimate and rarely seen sources and narrated from the viewpoints of a
series of exceptional individuals among them a debutante a choirboy a politician a trade unionist a butler and the queen the
perfect summer is a vividly rendered glimpse of a bygone time and place brimming with delectable information and little known
facts manages to describe every stratum of english society where nicolson is especially good however is with the royals
and the aristocracy whose country estates salons entertainments and affairs discreet and indiscreet she describes with
accuracy and humor the providence journal a hugely interesting portrait of a society teetering on a precipice both
nationally and internationally as page turning as a novel joanna trollope

The Perfect Summer

2007

one summer of nearly a hundred years ago saw one of the high sunlit meadows of english history a new king was crowned
audiences swarmed to covent garden to see the ballet russes and nijinsky s gravity defying leaps the aristocracy was at
play bounding from house party to the next the socialite lady michelham travelled with her nineteen yards of pearls rupert
brooke a 23 year old poet in love with love keats marrons glaces and truth swam in the river at grantchester but
perfection was over reaching itself the rumble of thunder from the summer s storms presaged not only the bloody war
years ahead the country was brought to near standstill by industrial strikes and unrest exposed the chasm between
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privileged and poor as if the heat was torturing those imprisoned in society s straitjacket and stifled by the city smog
children seeking relief from the scorching sun drowned in village ponds what the protagonists could not have known is
that they were playing out the backdrop to wwi in a few years time the world let alone england would never be the same
again through the eyes of a series of exceptional individuals a debutante a suffragette a politician a trade unionist a
butler and the queen juliet nicolson illuminates a turning point in history with the gifts of a great storyteller she
rekindles a vision of a time when the sun shone but its shadows fell on all

The Perfect Summer

2006-01-01

the remarkable story of three yorkshire cricketers from the golden age george hirst wilfred rhodes and schofield haigh who
transformed their county s fortunes inspired a generation of cricketers and left a unique legacy on the game between them
hirst rhodes and haigh scored over 77 000 runs and took almost 9000 wickets in a combined 2500 appearances helping
yorkshire to seven county championship triumphs the records they set will never be beaten yet the three men known
throughout england as the triumvirate were born in two small villages just outside huddersfield in last of the summer
wine country hirst pioneered and perfected the art of swing and seam bowling rhodes took more first class wickets than
anyone else in history while the genial haigh s achievements as a bowler at yorkshire have been surpassed only by his two
close friends their influence would extend far beyond england as they all went to india to coach laying the foundations of
cricket in the subcontinent pearson whose biography of learie constantine connie won the mcc book of the year award
brings the characters and the age vividly to life showing how these cricketing stars came to symbolise the essence of
yorkshire this was a time when the gritty northern professionals from the white rose county took on some of the most
glittering amateurs of the age including w g grace c b fry prince ranji and gilbert jessop and when writers such as neville
cardus and j m kilburn were on hand to bring their achievements to a wider audience the first of the summer wine is a
celebration of a vanished age but also reveals how the efforts of hirst rhodes and haigh helped create the modern era too
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First of the Summer Wine

2022-07-07

from the notable emergence of orphan figures in late eighteenth century literature through early and middle period
victorian fiction and as this book argues well into the fin de siecle this potent literary type is remarkable for its
consistent recurrence and its metamorphosis as a register of cultural conditions the striking ubiquity of orphans in the
literature of these periods encourages inquiry into their metaphoric implications and the manner in which they function as
barometers of burgeoning social concerns the overwhelming majority of criticism focusing on orphans centres particularly
on the form as an early to middle century convention primarily found in social and domestic works in effect the non
traditional aberrant at times gothic orphan of the fin de siecle has been largely overlooked if not denied outright this
oversight has given rise to the need for a study of this potent cultural figure as it pertains to preoccupations
characteristic of more recent instances this book examines the noticeable difference between orphans of genre fiction of the
fin de siecle and their predecessors in works including first wave gothic and the majority of victorian fiction and the
variance of their symbolic references and cultural implications

Street Urchins, Sociopaths and Degenerates

2014-02-15

first published in 1931 this volume publishes the ford lectures given at oxford university in late 1929 by alfred francis
pribram in their original form the primary motive has been that english scholars should realize how british foreign policy
during the years 1871 1914 appears to a continental historian pribram seeks to indicate the policy pursued by leading
british statesmen in decisive international questions of their time and to reveal the principles which induced them to act as
they did he further outlines the policies of the leading statesmen of other european great powers and reproduce their
opinion of british foreign policy
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England and the International Policy of the European Great Powers 1871 –
1914

2019-05-23

early 20th century non commercial theaters emerged as hubs of social transformation on both sides of the atlantic the
1904 1907 seasons at london s royal court theatre were a particularly galvanizing force with 11 plays by bernard
shaw along with works by granville barker john galsworthy and elizabeth robins that starred activist performers and
challenged social conventions many of these plays were seen on american stages featuring more conversation than plot
points the new drama collectively urged audiences to recognize themselves in the characters in 1908 four hundred
actresses attended a london hotel luncheon determined to effect change for women the hot topics chillingly pertinent
today mixed public and private controversies over sexuality income distribution and full citizenship across gender and
class lines a resolution emerged to form the actresses franchise league which produced original suffrage plays
participated in mass demonstrations and collaborated with ordinary women

Shaw and the Actresses Franchise League

2015-02-12

this is the twentieth in a series of occasional volumes devoted to studies in british art published by the yale center for
british art and the paul mellon centre for studies in british art and distributed by yale university press book jacket

The Edwardian Sense

2010
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this book studies c p snow s eleven volume series of novels strangers and brothers as documents detailing the social and
political life of mid twentieth century britain and points out the uses for the novels in the academic study of that time
period both snow and his central character lewis s eliot started from unremarkable origins in terms of their mutual
background in the lower reaches of the middle class their dreams of success in their teen years and their early professional
education in a new struggling academic institution in the mid 1920s neither could really be considered typical for men of
their class eliot s working life would include being a very minor town clerk a barrister an advisor to a powerful
industrialist a cambridge don a moderately powerful civil servant and finally in early retirement a writer eliot would
befriend members of both the traditional and jewish upper classes scholars and brilliant scientists powerful behind the
scenes civil servants second tier british and nazi politicians financiers and industrialists communists and writers and
artists providing a fairly broad overview of parts of the middle class and ruling elites of the periods snow s sequence of
novels is therefore useful to the historian of twentieth century britain both in understanding the period as it recedes away
from common experience and in presenting the period in the classroom snow was a classic twentieth century writer who
presented a more balanced account of the british governing classes of the middle third of the twentieth century than did
the upper class and would be upper class or working class writers of the same period his novels provide an insight that
every student of twentieth century britain must have on hand

C.P. Snow's Strangers and Brothers as Mid-twentieth-century History

2009

in this highly readable biography of nellie melba robert wainwright tells the story of the girl with the incredible voice who
by sheer force of her personality and power of her decibels took the operatic world by storm and managed to escape from
her violent husband ysenda maxtone graham daily mail nellie melba is remembered as a squarish late middle aged woman
dressed in furs and large hats an imperious dame whose voice ruled the world for three decades and inspired a peach and
raspberry dessert but to succeed she had to battle social expectations and misogyny that would have preferred she stay
a housewife in outback queensland rather than parade herself on stage she endured the violence of a bad marriage was
denied by scandal a true love with the would be king of france and suffered for more than a decade the loss of her only son
stolen by his angry vengeful father despite these obstacles she built and maintained a career as an opera singer and
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businesswoman on three continents which made her one of the first international superstars award winning biographer
robert wainwright presents a very different portrait of this great diva one that celebrates both her musical
contributions and her rich and colourful personal life

Nellie

2022-03-03

this book is about war not the causes and results not the planning and the campaigns not the artillery and the bombs it is
about the heinous crimes committed by the combatants the horrifying experiences of civilians the devastation of cities and
villages the killing and the dying the glory leading to revulsion and guilt and the assimilation of suffering that either ends
in death or in the triumph of the soul it looks at the struggle of the church to remain faithful and the servants of the
church who seek to bring sense and solace to the victims it discusses antisemitism racism and war itself from biblical
perspectives it reveals the unjustifiable reasons for engaging in war and how this brings catastrophic results for all
peoples the mental instability of the survivors and the loss and grief of those on the home front in war how can men and
women carry out the actions that they do as viktor frankl writes after all man is that being who has invented the gas
chambers of auschwitz however he is also that being who has entered those gas chambers upright with the lord s prayer or
the shema yisrael on his lips

I Glanced Out the Window and Saw the Edge of the World

2020-07-08

from the new york times bestselling author of homecoming comes a moody suspenseful page turner people best book pick
filled with mystery and spellbinding secrets living on her family s idyllic lakeside estate in cornwall england alice edevane
is a bright inquisitive and precociously talented sixteen year old who loves to write stories one midsummer s eve after a
beautiful party drawing hundreds of guests to the estate has ended the edevanes discover that their youngest child eleven
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month old theo has vanished without a trace he is never found and the family is torn apart the house abandoned decades
later alice is living in london having enjoyed a long successful career as a novelist miles away sadie sparrow a young
detective in the london police force is staying at her grandfather s house in cornwall while out walking one day she
stumbles upon the old edevane estate now crumbling and covered with vines her curiosity is sparked setting off a series of
events that will bring her and alice together and reveal shocking truths about a past long gone yet more present than
ever a lush atmospheric tale of intertwined destinies from a masterful storyteller the lake house is an enthralling
thoroughly satisfying read

The Lake House

2015-10-20

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of socialism and democracy in europe by samuel peter orth digicat
publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for
republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this
work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

Nature

1926

first published in 1987 the essays in shakespeare reproduced offer a political critique of shakespeare s writings and the
uses to which those writings are put some of the essays focus on shakespeare in his own time and consider how his plays
can be seen to reproduce or subvert the cultural orthodoxies and the power relations of the late renaissance others
examine the forces which have produced an overtly political criticism of shakespeare and of his use in culture contributors
include jean e howard and marion o connor walter cohen don e wayne thomas cartelli peter erickson karen newman thomas
moisan michael d bristol thomas sorge jonathan goldberg robert weimann margaret ferguson
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Poliomyelitis in All Its Aspects

1917

using over 300 new maps charts photographs and associated text this full colour atlas views a century of change in
britain s epidemic landscape it maps and interprets the retreat of some infectious diseases the emergence of new infections and
the re emergence of certain historical plagues

Socialism and Democracy in Europe

2022-09-16

follow these writersin kent ever wished you had a knowledgeable friend who could help you find out more about the
places that inspired your favourite writers this book is that friendly guide around kent along main roads and off beaten
tracks along country lanes and coastal paths whether you are on holiday in kent or lucky enough to live in the garden of
england dip into this book to find out more about the colourful writers men of kent and kentish men not forgetting some
very significant maids of kent and kentish maids who have been inspired by this beautiful county enjoy your travels

Shakespeare Reproduced

2013-09-13

fullerton wm morton problems of power a study of international politics from sadowa to kirk kilisse new york charles
scribner s sons 1913 xx 323 pp reprinted 2004 by the lawbook exchange ltd isbn 1 58477 353 7 cloth 75 reprint of
first edition fullerton 1865 1945 was an american journalist who lived in paris a well traveled sophisticated man he
was respected for his penetrating insights and graceful prose problems of power his finest work argues that international
law and realpolitik lost their hold on the conduct of international relations around 1870 contemporary affairs since
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then were determined by a fear of political weakness resulting from cultural and spiritual decline fullerton s argument
that this fear was provoked by the global economy and that it encouraged nationalism protective economic measures and
a fervent desire to repel foreign influences remains relevant today

Atlas of Epidemic Britain

2012-05-10

designed to introduce the lives and works of those individuals who influenced the development of genre in accepting that
the biographer can create a work of truth and pleasure by merging scholarship with creativity thus establishing biography
as a literary art

Follow These Writers...In Kent

2013-04-01

what a pleasure to see this pathbreaking research in print karl ittmann s analysis of bradford pushes forward our
knowledge of the quiet revolution in social habits which took place in the late nineteenth century in particular his ability
to link the decline of marital fertility with the reorganisation of work and gender roles is exemplary this book should be
of interest to all specialists in victorian social history david levine the ontario institute for studies in education
toronto work gender and family in victorian england examines the impact of the industrial revolution upon the family and
questions the extent to which ordinary working men and women shared the victorian values and prosperity of their middle
class countrymen the book focuses on the industrial town of bradford west yorkshire in the second half of the nineteenth
century and traces how men and women and their families adapted to the new life brought by the rise of the mill and the
city
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The Salmon and Trout Magazine

1928

gayle v fischer has produced a terrifically useful volume that no research library should be without the journal of
american history an indispensable resource to finding material on women s history throughout the world journal of world
history the work is recommended for its currency depth of coverage and scope ethnic forum as part of its mission to
disseminate feminist scholarship and serve as the journal of record for the new area of women s history the journal of
women s history began a compilation of periodical literature dealing with women s history this volume is drawn from more
than 750 journals and includes material published from 1980 through 1990 there are forty subject categories and
numerous subcategories the guide lists more than 5 500 articles all are extensively cross listed

Daily Consular and Trade Reports

1913

labor studies scholars and working class historians have long worked at the crossroads of academia and activism the
essays in this collection examine the challenges and opportunities for engaged scholarship in the united states and abroad
a diverse roster of contributors discuss how participation in current labor and social struggles guides their campus and
community organizing public history initiatives teaching mentoring and other activities they also explore the role of
research and scholarship in social change while acknowledging that intellectual labor complements but never replaces
collective action and movement building contributors kristen anderson daniel e atkinson james r barrett susan roth
breitzer susan chandler sam davies dennis deslippe eric fure slocum colin gordon michael innis jim�nez stephanie luce joseph a
mccartin john w mckerley matthew m mettler stephen meyer david montgomery kim e nielsen peter rachleff ralph scharnau
jennifer sherer shelton stromquist emily e lb twarog and john williams searle
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Problems of Power

2003

containing entries for more than 45 000 english scottish welsh irish cornish and immigrant surnames the oxford dictionary
of family names in britain and ireland is the ultimate reference work on family names of the uk the dictionary includes every
surname that currently has more than 100 bearers each entry contains lists of variant spellings of the name an
explanation of its origins including the etymology lists of early bearers showing evidence for formation and continuity
from the date of formation down to the 19th century geographical distribution and where relevant genealogical and
bibliographical notes making this a fully comprehensive work on family names this authoritative guide also includes an
introductory essay explaining the historical background formation and typology of surnames and a guide to surnames
research and family history research additional material also includes a list of published and unpublished lists of
surnames from the middle ages to the present day

Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth-century British Literary Biographers

1995

the story of the romanov jewels and of englishman albert stopford who risked his life to smuggle millions of pounds
worth of of the precious gems from russia to london in 1917

Work, Gender and Family in Victorian England

2016-07-27

the shorter wisden is a compelling distillation of what s best in its bigger brother available from all major ebook retailers
wisden s digital version includes the influential notes by the editor all the front of book articles reviews obituaries and
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all england s tests from the previous season brought together for the first time here are the first five editions of the
shorter wisden distilled from the almanacks published between 2011 and 2015

Journal of Women's History Guide to Periodical Literature

1992

the british have always been obsessed by the weather thomas hornsby who founded the radcliffe observatory in oxford in
1772 began weather observations at the site they continue daily to this day unbroken since 14 november 1813 the
longest continuous series of single site weather records in the british isles and one of the longest in the world oxford
weather and climate since 1767 represents the first full publication of this newly digitised record of english weather
which will appeal to interested readers and climate researchers alike the book celebrates this unique and priceless georgian
legacy by describing and explaining how the records were and still are made examines monthly and seasonal weather
patterns across two centuries and considers the context of long term climate change local documentary sources and
contemporary photographs bring the statistics to life from the clouds of smoak from the great fire of london in 1666 to
the most recent floods this book explores all the weather extremes from bitter cold winters to hot dry summers bringing
to life the painstaking measurements made over the last 250 years

Selected Water Resources Abstracts

1986

marking the centenary of female suffrage this definitive history charts women s fight for the vote through the lives of
those who took part in a timely celebration of an extraordinary struggle an observer pick of 2018 a telegraph book of
2018 a new statesman book of 2018 between the death of queen victoria and the outbreak of the first world war while
the patriarchs of the liberal and tory parties vied for supremacy in parliament the campaign for women s suffrage was
fought with great flair and imagination in the public arena led by emmeline pankhurst and her daughters christabel and
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sylvia the suffragettes and their actions would come to define protest movements for generations to come from their
marches on parliament and 10 downing street to the selling of their paper votes for women through to the more militant
activities of the women s social and political union whose slogan deeds not words resided over bombed pillar boxes acts
of arson and the slashing of great works of art the women who participated in the movement endured police brutality
assault imprisonment and force feeding all in the relentless pursuit of one goal the right to vote a hundred years on diane
atkinson celebrates the lives of the women who answered the call to rise up a richly diverse group that spanned the
divides of class and country women of all ages who were determined to fight for what had been so long denied actresses
to mill workers teachers to doctors seamstresses to scientists clerks boot makers and sweated workers irish welsh
scottish and english a wealth of women s lives are brought together for the first time in this meticulously researched
vividly rendered and truly defining biography of a movement

Civic Labors

2016-10-17

from the 18th century to the 20th this book gives a panorama of russian painting not equalled anywhere else russian
culture developed in contact with the wider european influence but retained strong native intonations it is a culture
between east and west and both influences in together the book begins with icons and it is precisely icon painting which gave
russian artist their peculiar preoccupation with ethical questions and a certain kind of palette it goes on the expound the
duality of their art and point out the originality of their contribution to world art the illustrations cover all genres
and styles of painting in astonishing variety such figures as borovokovsky rokotov levitsky brullov fedatov repin
shishkin and levitan and many more are in these pages

The Meteorological Magazine

1960
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popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy
home improvement tips gadgets and digital technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in
science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle

The Oxford Dictionary of Family Names in Britain and Ireland

2016-11-17

when prussia with her german allies went to war with the french empire under napoleon iii her navy sat with tons of
barnacles on the hulls of her battleships her navy was small ineffective without doctrine and destitute of funding as
nascent germany struggled to become a great power the navy was to be thoroughly updated the man who took on this
challenge was grand admiral alfred von tirpitz a seasoned sailor who was given huge power as the secretary of state for
the imperial navy office to ring the changes and produce a force that would be a political weapon on the world stage
tirpitz and his officers set to work without any of the preconceptions that hamstrung their only obvious opponent the
royal navy and advanced the idea of submarines and torpedoes as critical weapons of naval importance the fruits of his
labours produced a potent navy which sought to antagonize the royal navy into conflict and during the only major
engagement of the first world war at jutland their superior gunnery caused much damage to the british fleet he was
however hoisted by his own petard in 1916 brought down by his own restless advocacy of unrestricted submarine
warfare author grand admiral alfred von tirpitz 1849 1930 text taken whole and complete from the edition published in
new york dodd mead and company 1919 original page count x and 377 pages

Report and Abstract of Labour Statistics ... with Abstract of Labour
Statistics of the United Kingdom

1926
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Playbill

2007

Hidden Treasures of the Romanovs

2009

The Shorter Wisden 2011 - 2015

2015-08-06

Oxford Weather and Climate Since 1767

2019-05-30

Rise Up Women!

2018-02-08
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Russian Painting

2012-05-08

The British Almanac

1913

Oregon Education Journal

1926

Popular Mechanics

1986-04

Annual Report (reprinted Papers) of the Investigations Carried Out Under the
Supervision of the Therapeutic Research Committee of the Council on Pharmacy
and Chemistry of the American Medical Association

1919
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My Memoirs.

2013-01-15
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